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Requirements for a Virtual Collocation Environment Steven E. Poltrock and George Engelbeck Boeing Information and Support Services P.O. Box 3707 M/S 7L-49 Seattle, WA 98124 t-1-425-865-3270 {steven.poltrock, george.engelbeck} @boeingxom important yet much more difficult. The first Boeing 777 airplane was completed in 1994 and christened ‘Working Together” in honor of the teamwork that contributed to its development. Thousands of people helped design and develop the 777 airplane, and team members, including our customers and suppliers, were distributed around the world.



ABSTRACT We analyze how physically collocated teams work together now and what services they require to work together across distances, focusing on real time interactions because those interactions justify collocating teams today. We explain how Integrated Product Teams 0PT.s) are organized in system development programs and how their physical collocation facilitates communication, collaboration, and coordination within the team. Interactions witbin IPTs take two forms: scheduled meetings and opportunistic interactions. Scenarios of scheduled IPT meetings help motivate and identify requirements for supporting distributed meetings. Opportunistic interactions are far more common than scheduled meetings, and more difficult to observe and analyze because they are not scheduled or predictable.



Boeing organizes its development programs as hierarchies of IPTs, each of which combines the expertise of many disciplines. These teams specify requirements, design the product, and plan its production and support. Team members include engineering specialists in each major system, manufacturing and support engineers, customers, and representatives fi-omsuppliers of system components. Boeing facilitates teamwork among these specialists by collocating as many of them as possible in the same building where it is easy for them to meet, discuss technical issues, and coordinate their work.



Keywords Virtual collocation, team work computer supported cooperative work requirements, opportunistic interactions, collaborativework OUR CHALLENGE:UNDERSTANDHOW TO ACHIEVEVIRTUALCOLLOCATlON In the past decade engineering and manufacturing companies in the U.S. rediscovered the importance of interdisciplinary teamwork [3]. In the early days of the airplane industry, planes were designed and developed in Boeing’s Red Barn by teams of engineers who gathered around drafting tables located next to the assembly line. Today’s airplanes are vastly more complex, but teamwork remains just as Permission to make digitolkrd copies of all or part of this mnterial for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that the copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage, the copyright notice, the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that copyright is by pemkion of the ACM, Inc. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires specific pemiission and/or fee. GROUP
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Physically collocating team members is a proven, effective method for supporting collaboration,but for large systems this method is eqeixive, impractical, and ultimately impossible. Moving people, equipment, and resources to a common location greatly increases a program’s start-up costs and may personally inconvenience the program participants. Complex systems such as aircraft are assembled from components designed and built by many companies, and often these companies are located in other countries. Representatives from these companies can be relocated to join a physically collocated team, but then they are dislocated from their home organizations and from their families. Large companies such as Boeing are widely distributed geographically, and project work may be performed at company



.



sites and suppliers’ sites spanning many time zones.



Replaceable Unit (IX& Principal members were the team leader, program coordinator, customer representatives, software engineer, Even when physical collocation is accomplished hardware engineer, software verification it often turns out to be a hollow engineer, packaging engineer, qualitication accomplishment. Today people participate inengineer, aud manufacturing engineer. Other more than one team, and they cannot be functions were performed by people who worked physically collocated with all of them concurrently on many other projects. Team simuhaneously. According to a survey of .,~~ members differ in their degree of involvement in managers and professionals 173, 31% of team a project, and their involvement varies over members work at a remote site. Only 44% of the time. For example, the lead often shifts from surveyed project teams had exclusively local design engineers to manufacturing engineers membership. We have observed that collocated over the life of a project. The degree of team members are often unavailable because involvement can be roughly categorized as core they are at another location working with their full-time, core part-time, advisors, and other team, traveling, on vacation, on flex time, consultants. telecommuting. Furthermore, or team membership varies with the progress of the In contrast to the single-team project described project. Team members tend not to move when above, about 150 IPTs participated in their involvement in a team ends. Eventually, development of the 777 airplane. Development people who were collocated because they were of large complex systems such as airplanes on the same team end up working on different typically involves multiple levels of teams, Each projects and different teams and the advantages team has responsibility for all aspects of design, of physical collocation diminish. Consequently, production, and support for a given volume of we need systems that support partially the system. The higher level teams integrate collocated,partially synchronous teams. across the volumes of each subordinate team, Each team member is a highly-specialized Our challenge is to understand how to employ knowledge worker with responsibility for technologies to achieve the benefits of physical applying domain expertise to their section of the collocation. Teams have collocated, despite the product. expense and personal inconvenience, because collaborative work across distances is too Product development is a highly organized form difficult. This paper presents requirements for a of knowledge work. IF% develop plans that are virtual collocation environment that will reduce documented in a statement of work, work or eliminate the need for relocating team breakdown structure, and schedule, They write members. The paper presents an analysis of how requirements specifications, then design the physically collocated teams work together now product and associated manufacturing and and the services they require to work together support processes necessary to meet these across distances. The focus of this paper is on requirements, culminating in a detailed product real time or synchronous team interactions specification.PI’ members document their work because those interactions ,justify collocating using a combination of general office tools and teams today. Despite this focus, we shall see that specialized tools such as Computer Aided team work cannot be neatly compartmentalized Design (CAD) systems. They jointly review and into a single place or time; team work spans approve their requirements, designs, and many forms of interaction. The observationsand specifications. analyses presented in this paper are based on PHYSICAL COLLOCATION FACILITATES observational studies and interviews of PI’ COMMUNICATION, COLLABORATION, AND members in several projects conducted over COORDlNATlON several years as part of a long-term program in IFTs work on many ill-formed problems that computer supported cooperative work. require intense communication between people with diverse skills. Communication helps a team COMPLEX SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT ’ expose all facets of the problems and formulate System developmentprojects vary greatly in size approaches to finding solutions. IPTs are and complexity. We have observed a single team certainly not unique in their need for of about a dozen people developing a Line communication; face-to-face interaction is a
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WORKING TOGETHER IN SCHEDULED MEETINGS The Value of Meetings In their regularly scheduled meetings, project teams receive information, get task assignments, and review progress. They rarely tackle design problems in meetings; design and engineering work is done outside the meetings. An IPT developing a new LRU held weekly 3-hour meetings. Each week they reviewed progress against schedules and action items, and every team member gave a status report. Sometimes the reviews and reports surfaced problems that required collaboration among several team members, generally resulting in an action item. For example, a scheduling problem arose because a flight test was moved forward 2 months and qualifications tests could not be completed in time. Qualification required a breakout box, but the hardware engineer still needed the breakout box while making adjustments to meet one of the requirements. The team leader noted that Qualificationrepeats the same tests performed by the hardware engineer, and if these data were satisfactory, then Qualification would just have enough time to perform the remaining tests. The customer took an action item to learn whether the hardware engineer’s data could he used to qualify the LRU for the flight test. Coordination across different disciplines, as in this example, is the greatest benefit of the IPT development approach. Its disadvantage was felt by the team’s software engineer who had to sit unproductively through this lengthy discussion of hardware testing issues.



frequent workplace activity for most knowledge workers, and for many jobs it represents the most frequent workplace activity. Office workers spend between 35% and 75% of their time in face-to-face interactions, where the variation is due to job type [lo]. We have not studied systematically how IPT members spend their time, but during our observations of IPTs these percentages (35% to 75%) have seemed roughly accurate. Physical collocation facilitates these face-to-face interactions. Obviously it is easier to have’ a meeting if everyone is already in the same building. But the importance of physical collocation extends beyond arranged or scheduled meetings. The preponderance of face to-face interactions, roughly 90%, are opportunistic, not scheduled [9]. When people are geographically distributed, or even on different floors of the same building, these opportunistic interactions are far less likely to occur. Both the frequency and quality of communication declines sharply as distance increases between the participants’ offices [S]. Engineers with adjacent offices talk to one another frequently, but engineers whose offices are separated by 30 meters or several miles are about equally unlikely to communicate [Z]. Face-to-face interactions serve many purposes, but these purposes can generally be described as communication, collaboration,and coordination. Communication is the main purpose of many scheduled and opportunistic interactions, and may involve displaying or transmitting information in some form. Collaboration occurs when two or more people work together to produce some product. Scheduled meetings often serve a coordination function - reporting status and giving direction. By facilitating faceto-face interactions, physical collocation indirectly enhances all three functions.



A program to develop a freight-carrying airplane model included 13 IITs. Again, each team held weekly meetings where they reviewed progress against schedules and action items and gave status reports. The longest part of most meetings consisted of presentations by people from another team. For example, a representative of the Main Deck Cargo Systems team attended a meeting of the Main Deck Liner team and presented a drawing that indicated where nets, cables, and straps would be installed. Such presentations often led to discussions about design constraints, and sometimes revealed the interdependencies among design decisions. For example, members of the Main Deck Liner team wanted to know how the straps and nets would be attached so



The many ways that people work together in an organization, taken together, constitute a significant part of the corporate culture. Within Boeing, many people view their day as divided between time spent in scheduled face-to-face meetings and time spent working - that is, working alone at their desks. In this paper we examine requirements for working together in scheduled meetings and during the remainder of the work day.
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that they could account for these attachments in their design of the liner. The representative from Cargo Systems, however, wanted to know how the liner would be designed so his team could design the attachments. These interdependencies were resolved outside the meetings.



meeting rooms into a virtual meeting, and include a few people at their desks. We invite the reader to think about these alternatives while reading the scenarios. IPT Meeting Scenario 1 Prepare tar a meeting nte IPT lead schedules Ihe resources and distributes meeting reminders and a meeting agenda prior to the meeting.



I&s rarely use computing technology in their meetings. They preseqt information using overhead projectors and transparencies. Minutes are taken on transparencies during the meeting, then photocopied and distribut@. The minutes capture little of the richness of meeting discussions, emphasizing the importance of attendance at the meetings. For example, when an engineer presented drawings showing installation positions for smoke detectors, the Main Deck Liner team engaged in a lengthy discussion of factors that constrain the positions. None of these design constraints were captured in the minutes. Many teams include participants who cannot come to the meeting room. These participants may be at another Boeing site, a supplier, or a customer. Some teams accommodate these remote participants by using video conferencing or teleconferencing equipment. Teams appear reluctant to use these technologies; they are mainly used when members are in other states or countries, and they are rarely employed to accommodate members from a site within driving distance.



Greet one another Team members greet one another and chat while waiting for the meeting to begin, Review agenda The IPT lead calls the meeting to order and goes over the agenda, adding new items introduced by the team. Reyiew schedule The team reviews the project schedule. Each person r@orts their progress while the lead updates the schedule to show completed items and possible schedule problems. The team cq$sults a masterprogram schedule hanging on tiie wall of the conference room to iden@ possibIe impacts of any schedule changes to other teams in the program. Present a problem The IPT discusses an interface problem behveen their component and another component. The IPT le$ walks the team through the design of the two compdnenrs and describes the interference problem.



Meeting Scenarios Requirements for virtual collocation technology should be derived from the ways people work together. To support our analysis, we present scenarios of meetings of an IPT and its subteams. These scenarios capture elements of many of the meetings we have observed and were validated by members of Its.



Analyze problem The presentation blends into an analysis of the problem. The team raises several possible solutions. The possible solutions are debated. The team is split between two difierent solutions. They decide to pursue these approaches in more depth as separate subteams.



The scenarios were written without reference to physical location of the meeting participants. In most of the meetings we observed, all participants were in the same room. Our challenge is to understand how to support these meeting behaviors when participants are geographically distributed. These meetings could be held with every participant at a different location, perhaps some at work, some at home, and some traveling. It is more likely that most participants would gather in one or more meeting rooms that contain technologies to support the group processes, link multiple



Plan and schedule They discuss the work that needs lo be done by each team, who would be available lo work on rhe teams, and when the IPT could reconvene to review the findings of each team. They decide to reconvene later in the afternoon. The learn adjourns.



Sub-Team Scenario Introduce members A design team meets to formulate and evaluate an approach to solving the interface problem.
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and supporting. work need to be completed. These assignments are given out to various team members. They agree to distribute the presentation for comments before it is presented to the IPT. They agree that unless there are substantial changes the team does not have to reconvene.



Since several of the team members are new they don’t yet know each other. They go around the table introducing themselves and telling each other a little bit about their past experience and their current responsibilities. Find and consult with experts Pat recalls hearing about another project were the approach was tried and failed for some reason. Pat thinks she remembers Bob told her about this project. They decide to call Bob. The team finds the number for Bob and gives him a call. Bob answers. They explain their problem and Pat asks Bob if he remembers the other project. Bob remembers the .project and gives them the name of Chris who could tell them more about it. They call Chris. Chris is in another meeting. They page Chris. While they wait for Chris to call back they take a break to check their messages. Chris. calls back. Pat answers and explains the problem. Chris remembers the problem and has some documentation that could be help@ to the team. Chris brings some information to the team.



Conclude the meeting The team breaks up, saying goodbye to one another informally. Those who still have tasks to do exchange schedule and contact information and commit to when they will finish their part of the presentation. IPT Meeting Scenario 2



Present results The team reconvenes. The lead for each team presents a report on their-findings including the benefits and limitations of their approach. There are various questions from the team members. Make decisions The IPT compares and discusses the approaches and decides which approach to pursue. A lead is named to present a more detailed presentation of the solution for presentation to the managing team



Introduce a guest The team reconvenes. Pat tells the team that Chris has joined the meeting. Chris introduces herself and gives a little background on the project she was involved in where they tried a similar solution.



Update the statement of work The IPT examines the Statement of Work (SOW) and identifies additional tasks required to resolve this conflict. The IPT lead revises the SOW accordingly.



Present information Pat presents an overview of the design from the previous project and gives a rundown of the problems they found and how they worked around these problems. The team asks Chris questions and uses her as a sounding board for some modifications to the approach.



Track action items The action item list is updated to show new tasks, including the presentation, and their status. AQourn and distribute minutes The IPT member responsible for the team minutes distributes them and the team concludes its meeting.



Make decisions



With Chris the team decides that, with some modifications, the approach would work. But some members of the team are now unsure if the new approach is better than another competing approach. The want to re-visit that approach.



-REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEDULED VIRTUAL MEETINGS



IPTs perform a wide range of activities in scheduled meetings, moving fluidly from one type of activity to another. In these scenarios we see a team engaged in activities central to their work. They present information, review information, generate and analyze solutions, plan, schedule, make decisions, track action items, and prepare reports. The team engages in people-centered activities including greetings, seeking additional participants, introductions, and parting. Some activities support the meeting



Present and debate ideas The team presents this approach to Chris who asks questions. The team, with Chris, debates the me&s and limitations of the approach&. They decide that the new approach is best afrer all. Chris leaves.



Create a report The team creates a presentation of the approach to the IPT. By the end of the day some editorial
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process jncluding its set up, maintenance of the agenda and minutes, and d&rib&ion of the minutes after the meeting. Support for all these activities must be integrated with technologies that enable people to work from any location. ,



environment’should include tools for assigning and reviewing action items during the meeting. It should send notifications of assigned action items by email and send notifications when those action items are completed.



Work-centered activities



People-centered activities



A virtual collocation environment must support presenting, reviewing, creating, editing, and annotating work products. Team members must hear one another clearly while looking at the work products. Audio quality is critical; it should rival the quality experienced when in the same room. Achieving this level of performance requires multiple microphones in meeting rooms, stereo speakers, and noise suppression technology. When the work products are physical objects, teams also require video, but video does not contribute to performance in information intensive,tasks [14].



IPT members greet each other and interact socially before settling down to business, When new people join a group, everyone introduces themselves. These social activities help team members’learn about one another and establish trust essential to successful team performance, How best to support social activities that build trust in geographically distributed teams remains an open question. Many people believe that video conferencing will be necessary or at least useful to support these activities.



The team’s tools are highly variable and influenced by situational factors, In the scenarios several types of materials were shared and edited including a SOW, meeting minutes and notes, presentations, and schedules. The preferred tools for’creating and editing these materials are the office applications used in the workplace. Other meetings might include presentation and review of engineering designs ’ and analyses performed with specialized tools. Of course all meeting participants need the ability to see and potentially annotate or edit the information, but the owner of information must be able to limit others’ ability to modify it. The team must have access to external information, such as the master program schedule in the scenarios, and they must coordinate with other project teams. Teams distribute information prior, during, and after meetings for editing and review. Multiple methods for sharing information are needed. In some cases &pies should be distributed so that each participant can independently store and manipulate the information. In other cases the technology should ctirdinate access to a single copy, restricting and limiting access to those who are permitted to see and/or revise it. All team information should be integrated in a virtual collection where it can be accessed in or out of the meeting.



Is video conferencing the most effect way of establishing trust within a distributed team? Perhaps other tools ,,would be as or more effective at less cost. Suppose each team maintained a collection of background information about its members including photos and/or video segments. Team members could access this information during the introductory phase of meetings and learn to associate the voice with the face. This approach would help team members learn about one another without the expense of video conferencing, but it would require work to create and maintain it. Video can support other people-centered activities. It supports organizational talk by revealing people’s reactions and showing that people are present [13]. It may benefit large teams whose members do not know one another well r121.Furthermore, people like it even when it off&s no measurable-advantage[14]. Meeting-centered activities



Meeting-centered activities offer no value to the team but are critical to the success of the team’s work. These activities are not confined to the temporal bounds of the meeting. They begin before the meeting and continue after it. The team leader schedules the meeting, notifies all ’team members, schedules a conferenceroom and any other meeting resources, and prepares and distributes an agenda. Virtual collocation may introduce additional preparations. The team leader may need to reserve virtual collocation services. Using today’s technologies, these ‘servicesmay include a teleconferencing service for audio, a video conferencing service for



IPTs create, view, and e&t action items during conferences. Today, most teams track action items on paper. The virtual collocation 1
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people in the same physical area often have similar work interests, and they are more readily available for conversations. A successful virtual collocation environment must enable people with like interests to find one another and work together regardless of their location.



multipoint video, and/or a data conferencing service, Conference management for a virtual meeting can be divided into three stages: pre conference,in-conference, and post-conference. Pre-conference. Before a meeting someone must



turn on the equipment, ensure it is working, and call support services if it is not working. All the meeting participants must join a conference and validate their identities.



IPT members readily use available technologies to support opportunistic interactions. Of course they don’t need technology to consult with people working at neighboring desks, but they may use email even for these discussions so other team members can “overhear” the discussion (see [ll]). Teams use phone calls for one-on-one discussions, and geographicallydistributed teams use teleconferencing for informal small-group meetings. Some use desktop data. and/or video conferencing to support communication about physical objects. For example, a manufacturing engineer may use desktop conferencing to show a photograph of an assembly problem to a supplier.



In-conference. New participants may join a meeting in progress. An engineer in the scenarios was brought into the meeting for consultation. These people must be able to participate fully with little or no advance preparation. Such impromptu consultations can occur only if all potential consultants have ready access to compatible capabilities.



Participants often leave before the conclusion of meetings. Their departure should be visible, but of course it should not disrupt the conference. Other participants must not lose their connection to the conference.



The purpose of most opportunistic interactions is either to get or give information. Finding the appropriate person(s) is a persistent problem. Voice mail and pagers help deal with frequent unanswered phone calls (more than 60% of business phone calls fail to reach their intended recipient [15]). One group noted that they use email a lot because they “walk over to someone’s desk and they aren’t there.” Finding each other in the same building can be difficult and “everyonereads email.”



Post-conference.



When the meeting ends, someone must turn off the equipment and release reserved resources. Most teams record some form of minutes or notes, Meeting notes vary Tom informal lists written on whiteboards to formal minutes that record decisions, votes, rationales, action items and future meetings agendas. Virtual collocation technology must support recording notes that include multiple media (e.g., text, sketches, CAD images with annotations). During a meeting, teams may consult notes from previous meetings while recording and editing notes of the current meeting. After the meeting, notes are distributed and archived.



Team Awareness



Suppose that all members of a team work in one large room without dividers or other visual obstructions. Everyone can see at a glance who is present or absent, who is working at a computer, talking on the phone, or conversing with other team members. While passing through the room, team members see what their teammates are doing, and from conversations in the room they learn about and become involved in team issues. When one person needs to communicate with others, their availability is assessed with a glance. If they are not present or busy, it is easy to monitor their availability. Each team member has heightened awareness of the activities of the team.



WORKiNG TOGETHER OPPORTUNISTICALLY



IPT members say that the real work is done outside the meetings while working alone at their desks. In fact, they interact with each other and with members of other teams throughout their work day. The preponderance of interactions are opportunistic, their frequency generally decreases as the physical distance between participants increases. Kraut et al [9] found that 52% of all conversations involved people located within the same corridor and 87% involved people located on the same floor of a building. These numbers are not surprising;



Work areas within U. S. companies rarely provide this degree of team awareness because work spaces are divided into cubicles. Team members have greatest awareness for the people
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who share their cube and in nearby cubes. One function of scheduled team meetings is to increase awareness of team activities.



availability. Each team member can see at a glance whether any other team member is (or recently was) present, absent or busy.



One team leader described the importance of team proximity. He frequently needs to check information or coordinate with individual team members. He can just look up to see some members of the team or look over the cubicle wall to find others. When they are absent, their return will remind him of I his query. Coordinating with people further away requires greater effort



Exchanging information Team members generally initiate opportunistic interactions in order to get or to give information. The average duration of these interactions is less than 2 minutes and 50% are shorter’ than 38 seconds [15], They are not, however, all short. Some conversations may last ‘an hour or more. Most interactions involve only two people, but they can readily expand to small groups. Today these interactions are primarily between neighbors or conducted over a telephone. The team awareness technologies described above can serve as the pathway for these communications or as the connection method. At minimum, they show who is available for communication. The connection method must be quick and provide a fallback method when the connection fails. Voice mail is the fallback method for telephone calls, and similar tools are needed for other communication technologies. An IPT split between two companies in different states relied heavily on telephone calls to exchange information. Their scheduled meetings were teleconferences, and outside the meeting each team member spent roughly an hour per day talking to his counterparts on the phone. Most of these conversations were about design issues that required shared access to design data. They could send files to one another but they could not establish a data conference that would link their views or allow pointing. It is not easy to describe details of threedimensional objects orally.



Researchers have explored approaches for providing team awareness to geographically distributed teams. The open link approach maintains persistent video/audio channels between team members’ locations. This approach was first tried about a decade ago to support collaborative work between researchers at Xerox PARC and their offices in the Portland, Oregon area [l]. Project members at both sites worked in open areas with cameras focused on these areas and a video image of the other site projected on a large screen. Because of this open lmk, people at both sites knew when people at the other site were available for discussions. Similarly, Bellcore established a large video window in two coffee rooms on different floors of the same building to investigate whether it would increase the frequency of collaboration between researchers [5]. Teams at various companies have employed ’this approach. Its success seems to depend on an assortment of poorly understood factors such as the layout of the team’s physical space at the two sites. A related approach is an open audio channel among all team members as in a continuous teleconference among all participants [6J One of us experimented with this approach in a small product development team. This approach seems very effectiveat helping to coordinate teamwork when the team is functioning like a crew. It could be useful for teams working on an assembly line.



These conversations are often requests for help or for review of information. One engineer asks another to look at his design and suggest a solution to a tricky problem. Virtual collocation requires application sharing and access to the team’s information repository. These conversations are rarely about physical objects that would best be described using video (although some work areas may have a high frequency of conversations about objects). Some years ago a team developing an avionics system with a distant supplier purchased a modular video conferencing system in hopes of reducing their travel requirements. The system proved of little value. Their work focused on drafting,



The awareness approach provides information about the activity and availability of all team members. Xerox PARC and Rank Xerox developed an awareness application called Portholes that displays a collection of thumbnail images periodically sampled from cameras belonging to each team member [4]. These snapshots show their recent movements and
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reviewing, and revising documents, and the video image did not have the resolution required to show the changes proposed at either location. Instead, the team collocated at the supplier’s site to complete the documentation. Community Development



As biologists have long known, isolated communities evolve in different directions over time. An IPT split between two companies in different states experienced some evolutionary divergence in their communities. The team was collocated during a 6-week training period and the team leaders traveled back and forth occasionally thereafter. These visits were apparently not sufficient to prevent some drift. Team members at both sites designed airplane components with a sophisticated Computer Aided Design (CAD) systemthat provides many ways to accomplish a task Over time the sites diverged in details of how they labeled the CAD drawings. This small divergence was not a serious problem, but it illustrates the importance of finding ways to ensure that communities form around the project work rather than its physical location. Virtual communities provide a means for interacting with people who have common interests but different locations. The community acts as a support network for each of its members. When seeking an answer to a hard problem, a member can turn to the community as a whole or to an individual encountered in the community.



are likely to be focused on the project work reviewing and collaboratingon project artifacts. Opportunistic interactions often cross project and program boundaries. People with related interests need to become acquainted and exchange information. Personal home pages are one means by which people advertise their interests and experience, inviting interactions from others with like interests. Communities should be based around interests, not around geographic location nor constrained by company boundaries. These interactions require quick, easy transitions from awareness of an opportunity, to communicating, to working together on shared artifacts. Most of these interactions are brief and must be quick to establish.But someinteractions evolve into collaboration or unplanned participation in a scheduled meeting, as in the scheduled meeting scenarios. The virtual collocation environment must integrate all these modes of work. CONCLUSION



Requirements Summary



A virtual collocation environment should be formulated as an integrated, supported service because it supports many people engaged in critical activities and is composed of many pieces. An environment that treats facilities, hardware, telecommunications, computer computer networks, and software applications independently forces users to troubleshoot problems simply to identify the appropriate supporting group. Teams members working to solve complex problems have little time to experiment with and learn new technologies. A virtual collocation environment must be robust, responsive, and available. When the environment fails projects may be delayed and business may be lost. A virtual collocation environment must be easy to use. They tend to give new technologies ‘I... a halfhearted try and then move on.”



A virtual collocation environment must provide opportunities for interaction that substitute for those experienced in a physically collocated environment. Requirements for interaction depend on the relationships between people. Members of the same project team need visibility of each other’s activities, availability, and work progress. Members of different teams in the same program need information required to coordinate their activities. Their interactions



We cannot translate these requirements into technical specifications today. The technologies required and how they would be integrated into a service is unknown. We can see steps that can be taken immediately. Desktop conferencing helps teams collaborate in planned and ad hoc meetings by allowing them to talk and synchronously share asynchronous applications. However, desktop conferencing falls short. Desktop conferencing provides little support for



Virtual communities are supported today by USENET news groups, chat rooms, multi-user dimensions (MUDS),and virtual worlds. We do not know what properties are required for an effective virtual community across or within IPTs, nor do we know the relative strengths and merits of these technologies for supporting virtual communities.
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team awareness and community development that facilitate opportunistic interactions. Project teams would be better supported by independent views of a shared workspace. Tools should support working alone or in collaboration with others. The workspaceshould communicate who is working in the space and what they are doing. People’s contributions to a team should depend on their skiiis and the quality of their work, rather than on proximity to a work site.
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